House ready for first viewing

Estate agent arrangements made

- Take house off market
- Re-take photos
- Move viewings till after done?

Garden completed

- Shingle laid
- Lawn mowed
- Shrub trimmed
- Summer house dressed

Stuff in storage

- Man and van sorted
- Storage booked
- Boxes ordered
- Beds dismantled
- Bathroom & hall decorating
- Bathroom grouting whitened

Bedrooms

- Lower shelf in storage or attic
- Surplus furniture in storage - hifi - 2 wood shelf - crates
- Small wardrobe dismantled
- Contents of wardrobe in attic
- Bed dismantled
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- Filing cabinet emptied and/or wrapped
- Spare room dressing
- Spare room painted?
- Bath dismantled
- Filing cabinet
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- My hifi
- Lisa's hifi
- Small leaf table
- Green bathroom mirror
- Folding chair
- Shoe box
- Spare shoes

Living room

- Kitchen decorated
- Books moved from my bookshelf
- Desk emptied
- Touch up skirting board
- Small wardrobe dismantled
- Contents of wardrobe in attic
- Bed dismantled
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- Filing cabinet emptied and/or wrapped
- Spare room painted?

Bathroom

- Lower shelf in storage or attic
- Surplus furniture in storage - hifi - 2 wood shelf - crates
- Small wardrobe dismantled
- Contents of wardrobe in attic
- Bed dismantled
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- Filing cabinet emptied and/or wrapped
- Spare room painted?

Dining room

- Lower shelf in storage or attic
- Surplus furniture in storage - hifi - 2 wood shelf - crates
- Small wardrobe dismantled
- Contents of wardrobe in attic
- Bed dismantled
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- Filing cabinet emptied and/or wrapped
- Spare room painted?

Stairs

- Clean walls
- Touch up skirting board
- Tidy bottom of alcove
- Ladder
- Paint step to bedroom

Garden centre purchases

- Gardening centre purchases
- Tray, jug and glasses for garden
- Additional bedding

Furniture in place

- Double and single beds found and bought
- Table and chairs found and bought

Accessories in place

- Plant for sitting room
- Chair for sitting room

Items to go into storage

- My desk chair
- My desk
- My bookshelf
- Tiny bookshelf from bedroom
- Bed dismantled
- Filing cabinet
- Tall bookshelf dismantled
- My hifi
- Sofa(s)
- Lisa’s hifi
- Small leaf table
- Green bathroom mirror
- Folding chair
- Shoe box
- Spare shoes

Put main stuff in van and put in small stuff later if needed.

More Work Breakdown Structures